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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to offer an analysis 

and criticism of a theory of drives proposed by Dr. Lipot 

Szondi, and the experiment (The Szondi Test) designed by Dr. 

Szondi to substantiate that theory. Both the Szondi theory 

and the test have received acceptance in some psychological 

circles. Empirical studies dealing with the Szondi experi

ment are to be found in many recent psychological publica

tions (See Appendix), but investigation of this literature 

fails to bring to light any evidence that the theoretical 

structure underlying the ejqperiment, or the design of the 

experiment proper, have ever been subjected to a logical 

analysis for the purpose of ascertaining their validity. 

Szondi proposes to contribute to the body of know

ledge of psychology. His theory and experiment have been, 

and will continue to be, scrutinized and criticized from 

many scientific and popular positions. 

Szondi's position, from the standpoint of a philoso

phy of science, is difficult to assert, for he writes: "Sig-

mund Preud, the heroic genius, has freed psychology from the 

sterile slavery of philosophy and of the exact sciences."! 

Lipot Szondi, Experimental Diagnostics of Drives, 
trans, Gertrude Atill (New York: Orune & Stratton, 1952), 
p. 16. 
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The above quotation would seem to indicate that Szondi con

siders psychology both intuitional and metemplrical, though 

he utilizes the precepts of philosophy and the exact sci

ences in the formulation of his theory of drives and experi

mental design. 

The criticism offered in this thesis to the Szondi 

theory and experiment, is from the standpoint of scientific 

method, with consideration for those principles with which 

every science must scrutinize theories and experiments which 

claim to contribute to its body of knowledge.*-̂  

In general, the scientific method is divisible into 

two functional parts: (1) the logical structuring of hypoth

eses; and (2) the verification of hypotheses through experi

mentation and observation.3 Each of these parts must be 

properly executed in the following sequence to insure order

ly and valid inquiry: 

1. A hypothesis must be constructed which is suf
ficiently inclusive to account for every instance 
of the phenomena under consideration. This hy
pothesis must be capable of either affirmation 
or negation through its logical conseqviences.'̂ ^ 

2. The logical consequences of the hypothesis must 
be constructed into a system for which a criti
cal experiment can be designed. This experiment 

% . R. Cohen and E. Nagel, An Introduction to Logic 
and Scientific Method (New York: Harcourt. Brace ^ Co., Inc. 
1534), fik. 11. 

3lbid., p. 191. 

^Ibid., p. 207. 
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should be designed amd executed to insure the 
possibility of the hypothesis. 

Any system of valid inquiry allows little variation 

in steps or sequence. The slightest latitude in methodology 

may place the inquiry beyond the realm of science. 

^Ibid., pp. 219-221. 



CHAPTER I 

OUTLINE OF DRIVE THEORY^ 

The drive theory of L. Szondi is but one aspect of 

a new approach to depth psychology or the psychology of the 

unconscious. To this new approach to the unconscious,Szondi 

gives the title,"analysis of vicissitudes". Within Szondi's 

concept of the unconscious, three separate dynamic levels 

are distinguished: (l) the personal unconscious, with in

fantile repressions as its content (Freud); (2) the lineal 

unconscious, with latent repressed hereditary tendencies as 

Its content (Szondi); and (3) the collective unconscious, 

with the archetypes as its content (Jung). All three levels 

of the unconscious rest upon two basic assumptions: the 

phenomena of repression,and the phenomena of transference.7 

According to the basic tenets of the analysis of vicissi

tudes, the life history of an individual is the combined 

product of all three levels of the unconscious, and it is 

only this combination which yields a complete depth psycho

logy of structure and function. 

Unless otherwise stated, all material on the Szondi 
drive theory et passim from: Lipot Szondi, Experimental 
Diagnostics o^ P^Iv^Q^ trans. Gertrude Aull (New York: Grune 
& Stratton, 1952). 

7 Ibid., Preface, p. v. 
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The basic genetic hypothesis of Szondi's drive 

theory is to be found in the following quotation: 

. . . consider all drives as of genetic origin, that 
is, the source of all drives lies in the genes. The com
mon qualities of drives derive from common qualities of 
genes, from those molecular particles whose properties 
determine the inheritance of certain characteristics and 
reactions." 

On the basis of this tenet, a particular type of 

gene, the "drive gene", is postulated. Drive genes manifest 

themselves both in psychophysical reactions and in drive re

actions. They are unrelated to those genes which determine 

physical actions and psychic responses, such as intelligence 

and cognition. Drive genes, like genes in general, conform 

to accepted genetic principles of transmission. 

During the amphimixis, when the egg is fertilized, 

and the dominant and recessive heredity of the individual is 

determined, certain drive genes are defeated or repressed by 

more powerful drive trends. These repressed drive genes, 

though defeated for dominance, continue to have a lasting ef

fect upon the individual's drive system. Operating dynami

cally from the lineal or hereditary unconscious, these re

pressed drive genes determine the individual's choice in 

love, friendship, profession, sickness and death.^ The tech

nique proposed by Szondi to uncover the repressed drive con-

Qlbid., p. 6. 

^Ibid., Preface, p. v. 



tent of the lineal unconscious, takes the foxn of an exper

imental method. This technique, which is called the "Szondi 

Test" or test of drives, will be treated in Chapter III of 

this thesis. 

Szondi summarizes his theory of drives up to this 

point with the following statement: "The analysis of vicis

situdes assumes that these latent genes are the innate con

tent of the lineal unconscious. Prom there they direct our 

determining choice reactions."^^ 

The next problem to be considered is the manner in 

which a repressed drive gene becomes a manifest drive, ac

tive in the unconscious, and determining our choice reac

tions. Szondi differentiates three levels of drive activity, 

the first two being levels of interaction between opposites, 

resulting in the third level or drive proper.-̂ "̂  These three 

levels, Szondi calls drive tendencies, drive needs (drive 

factors), and drives proper (drive vectors). 

The analysis of vicissitudes assumes that there are 

as many drive tendencies as there are drive genes.1^ Aocord-

Int to Szondi, sixteen drive tendencies can be differentiat

ed. 13 The drive tendency is, therefore, the smallest drive 

Ibid., Preface, p. v. 

-̂̂ Ibld., p. 7. 

•̂ Îbld., p. 7. 

^^Ibid., p. 12. 



unit, genetically speaking. It is determined by genes which 

are derived either from the paternal and/or the maternal 

strain. Prom the germ cells of the parents, the resulting 

individual receives two sets of drive genes or tendencies. 

One set from the father and one from the mother. In accord

ance with genetic principles, in heterozygotic individuals, 

a drive tendency will not exist independently, but rather 

the two inherited drive tendencies will stand in opposition 

to one another, resulting in a polarity of drive tendencies. 

Two interrelated drive tendencies form a drive need 

or drive factor. There are eight drive needs, one-half the 

number of drive tendencies. A drive need is the resulting 

polarity of paired opposed drive tendencies. Genetically, 

the drive needs are determined by two homogeneous gene 

groups originating in each of the parents,1^ 

A manifest drive or drive vector is formed by the 

combination of two specific drive factors. The combination 

of drive factors or drive needs results in a polarity of 

needs or drives (vectors). Concerning the origin and rafiini-

festation of drives Szondi writes: 

The phenomenon referred to as "drive" is not a pro
cess derived from and sustained by a single source, but 
is an organized whole in which at least four subdrives, 
derived from two paired sets of genes, appear simultan
eously. ̂5 

^^Ibid., p. 7. 

^^Ibid.. p. 7. 



The direction and degree of polarity existing between 

two opposing drive tendencies or drive needs, is determined 

by quantitative rather than qualitative factors, and becomes 

manifest in the form of tensions. Tensions are evidenced as 

drive "push-or-pull" and lend the dynamic quality to all 

drive activity.^^ 

The following quotations, taken from Szondi, will 

serve as an introduction to his hierarchy of drive content: 

There is no theory of drives which would deny the 
hereditary determination of drives. The regularity of 
recurrency, the comparative uniformity of the phenomenal 
manifestations of drive reactions, and, most of all, 
the tendency of all drive activity towards restoration 
of a previous state indicates the hereditary origin of 
drives.l' 

The physiologic criterion of drives implies that a 
psychic process can be considered to be based upon 
drives only if it is present in every Individual without 
exception. In a limited group of individuals, however, 
the process in question occurs at such intensity that it 
necessitates the stipulation of an independent drive-dis
ease or "mental disorder". This is the pathologic aspect 
of the criterion. The hypothetic assumptions underlying 
this statement are as follows: 

By heredobiologlc standards the difference between 
mental health and mental Illness is qtiantitative rather 
than qualitative. Those genes which determine an 
"idiopathic" mental disorder are largely drive genes 
present in every human being. In the normal Individual 
however these drive genes are less numerous.I8 

Psychologically speaking, Szondi considers all dis

organization and disintegration of the personality structure, 

as well as disturbances of the intellectual functions, to be 

^^Ibid., p. 9 

l^ibid., p. 8 

iQibid., p. 9 



forms of defense, which the individual utilizes to counter

act perilous drive needs. The type of defense utilized by 

the individual depends on hereditary disposition. 

According to Szondi, "Inheritance theorists in psy

chiatry have stipulated four Independent hereditary systems 

of mental disorders."19 These four systems of hereditary 

disorders, which Szondi forms into his four drive vectors, 

are as follows: 

I. The system of sexual abnormalities. 

II. The system of epileptiform or paroxysmal types. 

III. The system of schizoid types. 

IV. The system of cycloid or manic-depressive types. 

In accordance with these systems, Szondi designates 

his four vectors with the synibols, Sch, C, P, and S, respec

tively. Each of the four systems can be divided into two 

clinically and genetically definable types of mental dis

orders. This division gives us the eight drive needs or 

drive factors, which are respectively: 

I. A. Homosexuality 

B. Sadism 

II. A. Epilepsy 

B. Hysteria 

III. A. Catatonic 

B. Paranoid 

^^Ibld., p. 10 



rv. A. Depressive 

B. Manic 

Szondi designates each of these drive needs with a 

letter symbol: h, s, e, hy, k, p, d, and m, respectively. 

It is possible, according to Szondi, to reduce each of these 

need constellations to more specific drive needs, as follows: 

1. h factor: need for affection, femininity, passiv
ity, motherllness. 

2. s factor: need for aggression, sadism, masculin
ity, activity, fatherliness. 

3. e factor: need for accumulation of crude effects, 
rage, hatred, anger, vindictiveness. 

4. hy factor: need for self display, exhibitionism, 
self assertion, attention getting. 

5. k factor: need for self sufficiency, ego systole, 
the adjusting ego, the materialistic 
appropriating ego. 

6. p factor: need for self expansion, ego diastole, 
the spiritual self, 

7. d factor: need to acquire objects and search for 
the new (see J. Hermann), anal tenden
cies (Preud), acquisitiveness. 

8. m factor: need to cling to the acquired objects 
and to guard them; tendency to cling 
dependently (J. Hermann), oral tenden
cies (Preud).20 

The gene theory of drives maintains that a contrast 

exists not only between drive factors, but also within fac

tors. This contrast within factors results in the sixteen 

drive tendencies, which, according to Szondi, are as follows: 

1. Tendency to personal sensual fiUTfaction. 
2. Tendency to collective humanitarian kindness. 
3. Tendency to sadism, aggression, activity. 
4. Tendency to civilization, generosity, humility, 

sacrifice, passivity, masochism. 

^Qlbid., p. 12 
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5. Tendency to evil, accumulation of rage, hatred, 
anger, vengeance, injustice, intolerance, "Cain." 

6. Tendency to good, collective Justice, tolerance, 
kindness, mercy, devotion, "Abel", 

7. Tendency to shameless self exhibition. 
8. Tendency to collective shamefacedness. 
9. Tendency to autism, egotism, egocentriclty, nar-

cissicm, IntroJection. 
10. Tendency to adjust to the collective, repression. 
11. Tendency to ego-expsmsion, to seize power, blame 

others (projection). 
12. Tendency to spread humanitarian ideals, spiritual 

values. 
13. Tendency to acquisition to the disadvantage of 

others, search for new objects, disloyalty. 
14. Tendency to self-denial for the sake of all peo

ple, loyalty, anality. 
15. Tendency to cling to the old object (thing, per

son); orality, hedonism. 

16. Tendency to separate, to loneliness.^1 

The above stated four drive vectors, eight drive 

needs, and sixteen drive tendencies, constitute the Szondi 

drive system for the experimental diagnostics of drives. 

^^Ibld., p. 13 



CHAPTER II 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OP SZONDI'S THEORY OP DRIVES 

The point of departure for this critical amalysls 

of Szondi's drive theory is Szondi's basic psychological 

hypothesis; that there exists in man a mental phenomenon 

called the "unconscious", possessing certain characteristics 

and functionally divisible into three levels, namely, the 

personal unconscious, the lineal unconscious, and the col

lective unconscious. 

As it is not my purpose to question Szondi on any 

points concerning psychological or genetic fact, I will con

sider only the logical consequences of Szondi's hypothesis. 

Analysis of the hypothesis reveals that we are deal

ing with three distinct factors, or levels of the uncon

scious and that these three factors are members of a common 

matrix, the unconscious. 

The freudian psychoanalysis is the ontogeny, the 
analysis of vicissitudes is the geneses, Jung's complex 
psychology is the archeology of mental depth. These 
three approaches to depth psychology are actually relat
ed, since all three are based upon Freud's epochal dis
covery of the role which the unconscious plays in the 
life history and destiny of the individual. All three 
rest upon the same basic asstuaptions, namely the exist
ence of the phenomena of repression and transference. 
The difference between the three trends however is two
fold: each approach studies a different level of mental 
depth; the method of research is different for each 
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leva1.22 

Let us put aside for a moment the fact that the 

matrix is "unconscious" and consider only that the matrix is 

composed of things'' not directly experienceable, either by 

the individual whose matrix (unconscious) we are considering 

or by an observer of the individual. Let us asstmie that we 

have a "method" for gaining knowledge of the matrix. Then, 

in order to have specific knowledge of any one factor, we 

must be able to fulfill at least one of the two following 

conditions: 

1, Know that there are three and only three factors 
involved, and possess knowledge of at least two 
of them. 

2. Possess sufficient knowledge of the factor under 
consideration to correctly assign or reject in
formation as being of that factor. 

In the first condition, it is necessary that we pos

sess the knowledge that there are three and only three fac

tors involved in order that all knowledge of the matrix be 

attributable to one of the three factors and not to a possible 

fourth, so that armed with our knowledge of two factors we 

can attribute all unknowns to the third factor. 

In the second condition, we are in possession of 

sufficient knowledge of the factor in question to recognize 

correctly further knowledge as belonging to that category. 

Which of the two conditions is Szondi able to fulfill? 

22ibid., Preface, p. vi. 
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In order to affirm the universal proposition in the first 

condition; that the unconscious has three and only three 

specific, known, levels, Szondi must have con^letely ex

hausted the class of "unconscious things" and found that all 

"unconscious things" fall into one of three known categories. 

Without this proposition affirmed, even complete knowledge 

of two factors will not yield knowledge of a third factor, 

as the total number of factors is not known and any know

ledge not Included in the known factors may belong to an un

known fourth rather than to the tinknown third factor. 

To fulfill the second condition, Szondi must admit 

to the completeness of his knowledge concerning drives. 

The answer to these questions lies in the field of 

fact rather than in the field of logic. The reader must 

answer for himself the following questions: 

1. Can the class of "unconscious things" be stiffi-
clently exhausted to substantiate the conclusion 
that there are three and only three levels of 
the imconscious and that these levels are the 
personal, the lineal, and the collective? 

2. Is sufficient knowledge of any two factors 
available to Insure an accurate deduction of the 
third factor? 

3. Does there exist sufficient knowledge of the 
factor with which we are concerned to insure that 
we are able to correctly assign unconscious 
material to that factor? 

My own answers to these questions are in the negative. 

Mo, I do not think that affirmative answers to questions 1, 

2 and 3 are warranted either on the grounds of probability 
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or empirical evidence, but this is to state only an opinion. 

The important question, I believe, is whether or not the 

concept of the lineal unconscious, specifically, can ever be 

affirmed or refuted, or is it a logical construction of such 

a nature as to place it outside the province of scientific 

inquiry? In order to answer this question, we must analyze 

the complete concept of the lineal unconscious. This brings 

us to consider Szondi's basic genetic hypothesis. 

The approach of the analysis of vicissitudes is to 
consider all drives as of genetic origin, that is, the 
source of all drives lies in the genes. 'The common 
qualities of drives derive from the common qualities of 
genes, from those moleculeu? particles whose properties 
determine the inheritance of certain characteristics and 
reactions.23 

Analysis of Szondi's hypothesis reveals two possible 

meanings; either drives have their origin in genes, as we 

think of sight, throtigh the structure of the eye, as having 

its origin in genes, or, drives as phenomena have their ori

gin in the genes and their physical location in the soma 

cells of the body. The first alternative requires the con

cept of an intermediate structure structure standing between 

the genes and the drives as the structure of the eye stands 

between the genes and sight. The second alternative requires 

the assun^jtion that genes located in the nucleus of the body 

soma cells remain the source of dynamic drives throughout the 

life of the individual. 

23lbid.. p. 6 
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Szondi fails to give us any clear answer to these 

alternatives; as a matter of fact he seems to favor both. 

In support of the first alternative he offers the concept 

of the lineal unconscious operating with the mechanisms of 

repression and transference.2^ 

In support of the second alternative, Szondi makes 

the following statements: 

A drive tendency is then the genetically smallest 
drive unit. It bears a heredobiologlc connection with 
its co-partner with whom it forms an interdependent pair 
of drive dispositions.^5 

The assumption that all drives are of genetic origin 
requires the further assumption that there ar« as many 
drive tendencies as there are drive genes.^"^ 

Szondi fails to clear up this question of meaning. 

We are never informed of the relationship between the genes 

as a genetic phenomenon of potentiality, and drives as a 

manifest entity, operating from the lineal unconscious. That 

drives exist we have no doubt, but that drive genes and a 

lineal unconscious exist, we have no evidence, either logical 

or empirical. 

These two hypotheses, the psychological and the gene

tic, form the backbone of Szondi's theory of drives, all else 

is but elaboration of these two points. These two hypotheses 

are as points on a circle which Szondi incloses with the fol-

^^Ibid., Preface, p. vi. 

^^Ibid., p. 7. 

^^UDLiA.s p. 7. 
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lowing statement: 

"The analysis of vicissitudes assumes that these 

latent genes are the innate content of the lineal uncon

scious. Prom there they direct our detennining choice re

actions. "^7 

This statement insures for all time the impossibil

ity of substantiating or refuting the Szondi theory of 

drives. The logical structure of the theory demands that in 

order to have knowledge of one hypothesis we must have prior 

knowledge of the other hypothesis, and vice versa. This 

type of logical structure in reasoning is known as the fal

lacy of arguing in a circle. A more complete statement of 

the fallacy is as follows: 

In order to obtain knowledge of the unconscious we 

must either observe it directly or observe its effects upon 

behavior. As the unconscious, by definition as well as em

pirical evidence, cannot be observed directly, we must ob

serve its effects upon behavior. Experience has taught us 

that the effects of the unconscious are symbolized to vary

ing degrees. We refer to these symbolized effects as the 

"content" of the unconscious. How thd unconscioua manipu

lates its content is referred to as its dynamics. So we 

have two possible ways of obtaining knowledge of the uncon

scious, either from its content or from its dynamics. 

27 
Ibid., Preface, p. v. 
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Keep in mind that Szondi has informed us that the 

lineal tmconsclous rests tipon the same basic asstmiptions as 

the personal and the collective unconscious, namely, the 

mechanisms of repression and transference.28 This allows us 

to assume that the dynamics of the lineal unconscious are 

the same as for the other two assumed levels of the uncon

scious. Therefore, we can conclude that the dynamics of the 

lineal unconscious are not a distinctive feature and consid

ered, alone, will not give us specific knowledge of the lin

eal unconscious as a particular. 

We may then ask the question: How can we obtain 

knowledge of the unconscious? The only possible answer is, 

throiagh its content. Szondi has informed us that the innate 

content of the lineal unconscious is composed of drive gen

es. ̂^ Our next question is: How do we obtain knowledge of 

these drive genes? Szondi's only possible answer would be, 

through the lineal unconscious. This forced return to the 

point of origin closes the circle and places the Szondi 

theory of drives outside the provision of scientific inquiry. 

Continuing the critical analysis of Szondi's theory 

of drives, the next point to be considered is Szondi »s con

cept of the nature and definition of drives as phenomena. 

Concerning this matter, Szondi writes: 

^^Ibid., Preface, p. vii. 

^^Ibid., Preface, p. v. 
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Ifi as the analysis of vicissitudes assumes, drives 
are of genetic origin, then it would seem obvious that 
the common qualities of drives follow from the common 
qualities of genes. All genes perform the function of 
transmitting specific tendencies of stock to following 
generations. 

Genetics has always accepted the theory that genes 
tend in each generation to restore previous conditions. 
To agree that what is true of genes is also true of 
drives is to state eo ipso that the tendency of all 
drives is also towarST restoration of a previous condi
tion. 

The gene theory of the analysis of Tlcissitudes and 
the drive theory of psychoanalysis concur at this point. 
In Freud's words, "a drive is the inherent impulsion of 
a living organism towaj?ds restoration of an earlier 
state." Preud has, however, neglected to explain why 
the drives behave in this manner. Only the theory of 
genes can supply an adequate answer.30 

It is obviously Szondi's intention, in the three 

paragraphs quoted above to show that the nature of drives 

follows logically from the nature of genes. The unique* 

thing about the above quotation is that it contains two ex

amples of the fallacy of equivocation. The first is to be 

foimd in the use of the words "common qualities", while the 

second is to be found in the use of the words or the idea of 

"restoration of a previous state". 

If, in the first paragraph of the above quotation, 

Szondi means that all drives have "driveness" (membership 

in that class of things known as drives) in common, and all 

genes have "geneness" (membership in that class of things 

known as genes) in common, then one would unhesitatingly 

agree, but this meaning would make the statement superfluous 

30ibid.,p. 6. 
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for such meaning is inherent in the words "drive" and "gene". 

If this is not Szondi's meaning, then he must mean 

that genes (drive genes) possess a common quality apart from 

class membership, and by virtue of this common quality, drives 

possess a common quality. As it is not possible, by defini

tion, for a class of "things" to possess a common quality 

apeirt from class membership, then the only other possible 

meaning is that the tenn "drives" and "genes" are equivalents. 

This would seem to be Szondi's meaning, for in the second 

paragraph he says: "To agree that what is true of genes is 

also true of drives is to state eô  ipso that the tendency of 

all drives is also toward restoration of a previous condi

tion." There is no doubt that Szondi agrees, that what is 

true of genes is time of drives, but this is a statement 

which is contrary to fact. 

Genes possess common qualities, and drives possess 

common qualities; however, they are not the same qualities 

but two different sets of "things" resulting from different 

class memberships. Drives may be the result of genes, but 

the common qualities of drives do not result from the com

mon qualities of genes; they are the result of membership in 

the class of drives. 

In the second paragraph, Szondi points out that genes 

tend to restore previous conditions, and that if what is true 

of genes is true of drives, then drives also tend to restore 
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previous conditions. Szondi goes on in the third paragraph 

to Incorporate into his system Freud's definition of drives. 

In these two paragraphs we have the expression "restoration 

of a previous condition or state" used three times. Szondi 

assumes that the expression carries the same meaning in 

every Instance, but in fact two entirely different meanings 

are to be found. 

In the first instance, the eaqpression is used in a 

genetic sense. It is true that genes do tend to retore a 

previous state or condition, in the sense that they pass on, 

by means of the germ cell, a set of determinates which affect 

the development of new matter in such a way as to preserve 

the common characteristics of the species. The equivalent 

use of the expression, in relation to drives, would be that 

drive genes, by way of the germ cell, tend to pass on to 

succeeding generations the drive structure common to the 

species. 

Szondi's use of the expression in the second para

graph is true in the genetic sense. The change of meaning 

occurs between paragraphs two and three. Preud uses the ex

pression in the psychological sense, of an organism behaving 

or reacting in such a manner as to restore a previously held 

state. The psychological and genetic sense of the expression 

"restoration of a previous condition" is in no way equivalent 

and to use the two concepts as equivalents is to exenqplify 

the fallacy of equivocation. 
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The purpose of any genetic theory is to enable cer

tain predictions to be made concerning the transmission of 

physical or psychic phenomena from parent to progeny. In 

genetics, we speak of the probability of an off-spring mani

festing certain phenomena which are manifest or latent in 

one or both of the parents. Like other sciences, genetics 

utilizes certain "logical constructs" to more adequately 

and accurately explain given events. The "gene" is such a 

"logical construct". It is a name given to a set of poten

tialities. It is a tautological expression and has meaning 

only when it can be shown that a given phenomenon is present 

or absent in an off-spring by virtue of the presence or ab

sence of a particular "gene" in the germ cells of the parents. 

We can have knowledge of a particular "gene" only when its 

potentialities have become manifest in the physical or psy

chic structure of the developed organism. 

Szondi has formulated a gene theory of drives in 

which he maintains that genetic structure determines the 

drive system of the individual to the point of determining 

which of eight possible psychopathic disorders the indivi

dual will manifest, if any. This is truly a valuable gene

tic theory if it will enable us to predict from the genetic 

structure of the parents the probability of an offspring 

manifesting any one of eight possible psychopathic disorders. 

But will Szondi's gene theory of drives enable us to predict 

which of eight disorders an off-spring will manifest, if any? 
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Let us consider first, the number and nature of the 

drive genes. Szondi has informed us that there are as many 

drive genes as there are drive tendencies and furthermore, 

that there are sixteen drive tendencies divided into eight 

pairs. He further explains the nature of these paired drive 

tendencies, and how they stand in opposition to one another, 

resulting in eight polarities or drive needs, which in turn 

become paired with opposing needs resulting in four drive 

vectors. We know, then, that there are sixteen drive genes 

and we know the nature of each, but to be able to predict 

the outcome of breeding, we must know which are dominant and 

which are recessive in any particular combination. 

Szondi informs us that all are recessive, being de

feated for dominance by more powerful drive trends. We are 

never told the number or nature of the dominant drive trends. 

We are told only that they exist. Szondi's exact statement 

on this point is as follows: 

The analysis of vicissitudes determines those drive 
tendencies which have been suppressed after the amphi
mixis. These are tendencies defeated by more powerful, 
dominant lineal drive trends in the battle of genes oc
curring at the crossing of hereditary matter during 
fertilization.31 

Not only does this concept of gene action make pre

diction impossible, but it is also contrary to genetic prin

ciples. The situation is further complicated by Szondi ex

plaining the manifold variations in drives on the basis of 

31lbid., p, 1. 
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multiple allels (more than two genes competing to detennlne 

one phenomenon). The number of possible combinations and 

effects is, for all practical purposes, incalculable. 

We can then conclude that predictability from 

Szondi's gene theory is not scientifically possible. 

As if the number of chance combinations among drive 

genes were not enotjgh to insure that his theory of drives 

would never be refuted or substantiated, Szondi negates his 

own deterministic theory with the following statement: 

It is assumed in the analysis of vicissitudes that 
any drive activity originates in a combination of more 
or less socially desirable allel-veriations, This ap
plies to the so-called "native" original forms and also 
to those forms which have been socialized through voca
tions or sublimated within a particular character struc
ture. It also holds true for the pathologic neurotic 
patterns. This asstmiption does not deny the active part 
played by the ego or by self-determination ("free will") 
nor does it deny personal responsibility. It does how
ever contend that at the moment of fertilization each 
drive need is eqtiipped with potentialltias for both so
cial and antisocial trends of development. It is then 
up to the individual to promote or hinder these poten
tialities of vicissitudes. The acceptance or nonaccept-
ance of a tendency depends upon the individual's own 
value-system and upon his acquired identifications.32 

^^Ibld., p. 9. 



CHAPTER III 

OUTLINE OP DRIVE TEST33 

The purpose of the Szondi test is to reflect the per

sonality as a functioning dynamic whole. The test has appli

cation in the following fields: 

1. As a diagnostic instrument for clinical use. 
2. For the interpretation of the so-called normal 

personality. 
3. Aa an aid in vocational guidance. 
4. As an instrument in experimental social psycho

logy. 
5. To test the effect of various therapeutic pro-

cedxires. 
6. As an instrument in other fields of social 

research.3^ 

The test consists of 48 photographs, 2 x 3 inches in 

size. The photographs are divided into six groups of eight 

each. All of the photographs are of individuals suffering 

from obviously severe mental disorders. Their case histories, 

genealogical backgrounds, and clinical diagnoses have been 

ascertained. Each group contains the picture of a homo

sexual, a sadist, an epileptic, an hysteric, a catatonic 

schizophrenic, a paranoid schizophrenic, a manic-depressive 

33uhless otherwise^stated, all material on the Szondi 
drive test et passim from: Susan Deri, Introduction to the 
Szondi Test, (New York: Grune & Stratton, 1949). 

3^Ibid., p. 9. 
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depressive and a manic-depressive manic. On the reverse of 

each photograph there is a Roman numeral indicating the 

group number of the picture (groups I to VI), an Arabic 

numeral indicating the rank of the picture within the group 

(l to 8), and an initial for the specific mental disorder 

represented by the photograph (h - homosexual, s - sadistic, 

e - epileptic, hy- hysteric, k - catatonic, p - paranoid, 

d - depressive, m - manic). 

The test utilizes, as a working hypothesis, the as

sumption that there exists a similarity between the gene 

structure of the mental patient represented by the photo

graph and that of the subject reacting to the photograph. 

Szondi believes that latent recessive genes influence the 

individual In his spontaneous choice reactions. He con

ceives of the personality as consisting of a ntsnber of need-

systems and the Szondi Test as reflecting the quantative 

distribuwion of tension in these need-systems plus the man

ner in which the individual handles the need-tension situa

tion. 

The directions for the test are not standardized,but 

should be somewhat as follows: 

I am going to show you some pictures of various peo
ple, and all you have to do is to tell me which are the 
two you like the most and which are the two you dislike 
most (or like the least). Of course there are no right 
or wrong choices, since liking or disliking any of these 
faces is completely a matter of individual taste, I 
want you to make your choice as rapidly as possible. 
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If the subject has no questions following the di

rections, the first group of eight pictures is laid out in 

front of him in numerical order in two rows so that pictures 

one and eight are in a vertical line. As the subject chooses 

the two photographs he likes the most, they are removed from 

the lineup in rank order and placed to the side, one upon 

the other face-up. The same procedure is followed with the 

two most disliked photographs. 

The remaining photographs are returned to the box. 

Each of the six groups is thus presented to the subject. 

When the sixth group has been completed the operator should 

have two stacks of photographs. One stack containing the 

twelve photographs most liked, the other stack containing 

the twelve photographs most disliked. The twelve photo-

grphs chosen are removed from the lineup in rank order and 

placed one upon the other face-up. The remaining photo-

grphs are placed face-up on the four first choices. The 

same procedure is followed for the twelve photographs dis

liked the most. The operator has now completed the admin

istration of one test profile. In order to complete the 

entire test, it will be necessary to repeat the above pro

cedure ten timeis, allowing a day between administration. 

As soon as the operator has completed the adminis

tration of the test, he should construct the test profile. 

For this purpose a printed scoring form is used (Printed in 
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Switzerland by Verlag Hans Ruber, Bern). All personal datum 

concerning the subject is recorded on the first and last 

pages of the form, while the two inside pages are used to 

construct the test profile and finally to complete needed 

computations. The first inside page, used for constructing 

the test profiles, is divided into two parts with sufficient 

space for recording the ten profiles necessary to complete 

the test proper. The smaller portion at the top of the page 

is divided vertically into ten spaces, each headed by a 

profile number (Roman numerals I to X). Each profile space 

is further divided vertically into a plus and minus column, 

and divided horizontally into picture group numbers (Roman 

ntimerals I to VI). This space is used to record the ini

tials of the individual pictures choices. The twelve pic

tures most liked are recorded on the plus side, the twelve 

most disliked on the minus side, according to group number. 

It is necessary to record the four pictures most liked and 

four most disliked in such a manner as to make them obvious. 

The larger portion at the bottom of the page is 

divided vertically into ten profile spaces (Roman numerals 

I to X). Each profile space is divided vertically into 

four vector symbols (S, P, Sch, C,), and further divided 

vertically into eight factor symbols (h, s, e, hy, k, p, d, 

m.). Each profile space is divided horizonally into twelve 

squares with a heavy line drawn through the center. This 
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heavy center line is the zero line dividing the space into 

six plus squares above and six minus squares below. This 

profile apace is used to construct a graph of the subject's 

picture choices. Each square represents a picture choice in 

either a plus (like) direction or a minus (dislike) direc

tion. In order that the profile can be clearly seen, red 

is used to record the plus choices and blue the minxis choices. 

When the graph is con?)leted there should be twelve red 

sqtiares and twelve blue squares filled In. 

All formal conqputations for the test are based \;q;>on 

the direction of the individual choices (either plus or 

minus). The four possible modes of choice reaction are as 

follows: 

1. Positive - When two or more choices in any one 
factor fall in the plus category and the plus 
choices are at least twice as numerous as the 
minus choices, the reaction is positive. 

2. Negative - When two or more choices in any one 
factor fall in the minus category and the minus 
choioes are at least twice as numerous as the 
plus choices, the reaction is negative. 

3. Ambivalent - When plus choices number 2 or 3 and 
the minus choices number 2 or 3 In the same 
factor, the reaction is ambivalent. 

4. Open - When plus choices number 0 or 1 and the 
minus choices number 0 or 1 in the same factor, 
the reaction is open. 

Each factor within each profile is transposed into 

its proper mode and in symbolic form is recorded in the ap

propriate space on the right-hand side of the form. All 

other confutations can be accomplished from the data given 

on the scoring form. 
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For the purposes of this thesis, it is not necessary 

to go further into the scoring method of the test. 

For the purpose of interpretation it is assumed that 

the eight factors of the Szondi Test correspond to dynamic 

needs in the organism which act as driving forces, with re

spect to directing the person to perform certain acts and to 

choose or avoid certain objects. The function of these 

actions, object-choices and avoidances is to reduce the ten

sion within the need system. The subject chooses pictures 

from that factor which corresponds to his needs. The ab

solute ntmiber of choices within any one factor is determin

ed by the intensity of the tension present within that need 

system. The possible choice configurations are as follows: 

1. Loaded Factor - When four or more choices fall 
within one factor, it is said to be "loaded" and 
the corresponding need to be in a strong state 
of tension. The underlying psyohodynamics can 
be diagnosed from the "loaded" factors, 

2. Positive Reaction,- A positive response for pic
tures of a certain factor indicates a conscious 
or unconscious indentification with the motiva
tional processes as depicted by the photographs 
of that factor. 

3. Negative Reaction - A negative response indicates 
the existence of a counter-identification with 
the processes as depicted in the respective 
stimtilus photographs. 

4. Open reaction - The lack of choices in a certain 
category means that the corresponding need is 
not in a state of tension. Observable symptoms 
can be interpreted on the basis of the "open" 
factors, 

5. Ambivalent Reaction - An ambivalent reaction to 
a factor impliej/ the simultaneous presence of 
identification and counter-identification with
in the need system. A plus-minus reaction al
ways represents a certain amount of self-imposed 
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control against the direct dischairge of the par
ticular need in question and is subject'ively ex
perienced as conflict. 

6. Constancy in Factorial Reactions - The classifi
cation of constancy or change refers to varia
tions taking place in given factor from one 
testing to another. Such variations are noted 
as to the direction and degree. A certain degree 
of flexibility is desirable and is to be found 
in the nonnal subject. It is only when reac
tions become static or vary to a great degree 
that this factor becomes significant. 

The eight factors in the Szondi test are divided in

to four vectors. Each vector consisting of two "closely re

lated" factors. By "closely related", Szondi means in the 

sense of referring to the same main area of the personality 

but at the same time representing opposite aspects of that 

same area. The four vectors are as follows: 

1. The Sexual Vector (S) consisting of the 
a. (h) factor (pictures of homosexuals) which 

corresponds to the need for "passive" ten
derness and yielding, and the 

b. (s) factor (pictures of sadists) which cor
responds to the need for physical activity 
and aggressive manipulation of objects. 

2. The Paroxysmal Vector (P) describes the psycho
logic area of emotional control in general, and 
consists of the 
a. (e) factor (pictures of epileptics) describ

ing the subject's way of dealing with ag
gressive, hostile, emotions and 

b. Thy) factor (pictures of hysterics) indicat
ing the way the subject deals with his aore 
tender emotions. 

3. The Schizophrenic (Sch) Vector, sometimes called 
the "ego" vector because it reflects the atruc-
ttire and degree of rigidity or fluidity of the 
ego. It consists of the 
a. (k) factor (pictures of catatonics), repre

senting the need to keep up the ego's nar
cissistic integrity and separateness from 
the environment objects; and 
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b. (p) factor (pictures of p€u?anoid schizophren
ics) representing the expansive needs of the 
ego, the tendency to fuse into the objects 
of the environment, 

4. The Circular or contact Vector (C). This vector 
indicates the general area of the subject's ob
ject relationships or his contact with reality. 
This vector consists of 
a. (d) factor (pictures of depressed patients) 

reflecting the possessive anal" type of ob
ject relationship; and the 
m) factor (pictures of manic patients) in
dicating the clinging "oral" type of object 
relationship. 

This outline of the Szondi test is by no means com

plete, yet it is more complete than the purpose of this 

thesis demands. It is presented so as to give the reader a 

general understanding of the structure, administration, 

scoring and interpretation of the test. 



CHAPTER IV 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OP SZONDI'S TEST OP DRIVES 

The Szondi drive test cannot be considered apart from 

Szondi's theory of drives. As has been stated, the test was 

primarily designed to substantiate the drive gene theory, 

and is based upon the hypothesis that there exists a similar

ity between the gene structure of the individual represented 

in the photograph and the subject reacting to the photograph. 

In order to consider the test as objectively as possible, it 

is necessary to assume the validity of certain major hypothe

ses of Szondi's drive theory. For the purpose of this criti

cism, the following propositions are granted: 

1. Drives are of genetic origin. 

2. Drives are the result of Interaction between 
pairs of particular genes (drive genes). 

3. In the area of the unconscious there exists a 
dynamic level called the lineal unconscious, 
which is determined by inheritance. 

4. The inherent content of the lineal unconscious 
is the dynamic qtialities of the drive genes. 

5. The drive genes in the lineal \mconscious de
termine the individual's choice in love, 
friendship, profession, sickness and death. 

6. There are sixteen drive tendencies, eight drive 
needs, and four drive vectors, the nature of 
each being known. 
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7. The eight drive needs conform in particular 
dynamics to eight clinically known psychopathic 
disorders. 

8. The eight psychopathic disorders are represented 
in the photographs of the Szondi drive test. 

In my opinion the eight propositions which have been 

granted for this criticism represent the consistent backbone 

of the Szondi theory of drives. Other elements of the 

theory which are logically Inconsistent with those granted, 

can, of course, not be asstmied. 

The Szondi drive test is called a projective tech

nique, even though it is highly structured. The subject is 

placed in a forced-choice situation, inasmuch as he has only 

two reactions which he can make. He can either react posi

tively and accept the picture, or he can react negatively 

and reject the picttire. In the test he is asked to do both 

(two positive and two negative choices to each group of 

eight pictures). The number of items from which the indivi

dual must choose is also limited (eight pictures). Prom 

this test situation, Szondi proposes to determine the in

herent drive structure of the individual. 

If we analyze the subject matter of the test (photo

graphs), we find that it is composed of pictures of human 

beings. The photographs show a full-face view of the indi

vidual, from his or her shoulders up. Parts of the indivi

dual's clothing is showing in the central region of the 

chest, as the plctux^s have been cut off circular at the 
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bottom. Now, if Szondi's drive test is valid, then we must 

assume that the drive genes of the indlvidvials portrayed in 

the photographs have become manifest in either their facial 

structure and expression, body configuration (that which can 

be seen), or their clothing. It must also be assumed that 

the individual reacting to the photograph, reacts in con

formance with some cue which makes the unconscious of the 

individiial aware of the drive structure of the person por

trayed in the photograph. 

The first and most important question concerning the 

Szondi drive test is this: Is the drive test constructed in 

such a manner that it can substantiate the Szondi theory of 

drives? The answer to this question is No, The Szondi 

theory of drives maintains that there are eight drive needs 

which in extreme form manifest themselves in eight given 

psychopathic disorders. The test of drives contains the 

photographs of only these eight psychopathic disorders. The 

photographs of normals or other psychopathic disorders are 

not represented. Szondi has no means of determining whether 

a ninth drive category exists or not. The individual must 

choose from eight knowns in a test which is based upon the 

theory that only eight knowns exist. This is an example of 

the fallacy of "initial predication'. 

The second question is: Does the test of drives 

follow as the logical result of the theory of drives? The 
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answer to this question is also No. Szondi goes to consider

able length in the drive theory to point out that the drive 

gene Is a particular gene determining only drive reactions 

and that there are other genes which determine other, even 

very closely related, psychic phenomena. In the drive test 

Szondi maintains that the drive genes are detectable by the 

unconscious of an individual in the photograph of another 

individual, and what is even more important, that the drive 

structure of an Individual becomes manifest in his or her 

facial expression and/or choice of clothing. Szondi fails 

to connect logically drive gene structure with manifest body 

of 
configuration or even to propose a thesis a* how such a con
nection might possibly exist. 

The most logical way in which Szondi could sustain 

his drive theory and drive test in answer to the above ob

jection would be to asstime the universal proposition that 

all choice reactions are determined by drive gene structure, 

He might then maintain that the test situation is a choice 

situation and therefore determined by drive gene structure. 

The important consideration would then be the definition of 

a choice situation. The question might be asked: Is there 

any difference between the choice situation in life and the 

choice situation in the drive test? Szondi would probably 

admit that the choice situation was different, but that the 

asstmied universal proposition accounts for all choice sltua-
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tlons, 

Szondi might in this way answer the objection that 

the test is not logically connected to the theory, but 

there is no way for Szondi to answer the objection that the 

structure of the test is fully determined by the structure 

of the theory and hence subject to the fallacy of Initial 

predication. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Prom the foregoing analysis of the Szondi drive 

theory the following conclusions are relevant: 

1. The logical structure of the Szondi drive theory 
is so constituted as to render its affirmation 
or negation logically impossible. 

2. The internal structure of the Szondi drive theory 
manifests many logical inconsistencies and ques
tions of meaning. 

In the light of these considerations it must further 

be concluded that a theory which is logically constructed in 

the manner of the Szondi theory of drives has no place in a 

psychology which pretends to be a science. 

Prom the foregoing analysis of the Szondi drive test 

the following conclusions are relevant: 

1. The structure of the Szondi drive test is deter
mined by the Szondi theory of drives with the 
result that conclusions drawn from the test con
form with the theory by the fallacy of Initial 
predication. 

2. The structure of the Szondi drive test does not 
follow logically from the Szondi theory of drives, 
and therefore cannot be considered as an instru
ment for affirming or negating the Szondi drive 
theory. 

In the light of these considerations, it must be f\ir-

ther concluded that the present interpretations of test re

sults are highly questionable. If use of the test is to con

tinue, then the meaning of test results should be establish

ed empirically. 

35 
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